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"For the leaders of this people cause them to err; and they that are led of them are destroyed . . . . . . .

Woe to those who enact evil statutes and to those who constantly record unjust decisions, so as to deprive the needy of
jus ce and rob the poor of My people of their rights, so that widows may be their spoil and that they may plunder the orphans.
Now what will you do in the day of punishment, and in the devasta on which will come from afar? To whom will you ¯ee for
help? And where will you leave your wealth?"
Isaiah 9:16; 10:1-3
“To appreciate the disrup ve nature of in¯a on in its full extent we must keep in mind that is springs from a viola on of the fundamental rules of society.”
Jörg Guido Hülsmann, Economist, 'The Ethics of Money Produc on'

To the valued clients of Redstone Advisors, allow us to o er a belated 'Happy and Merry'. We have enclosed
our latest polemic against central planning, dishonest money and social injus ce - in a word, modern poli cal economy. And while we know that to "kick against the goads" is fu le, nevertheless as someone once
said, "hope is a good thing, perhaps the best thing." Therefore it is our most sincere hope that 2014 will be
both joyous and prosperous for you and yours.
Nicholas Orseme is said to have delivered a celebrated sermon before Pope Urban V on Christmas Eve 1363,
denouncing the corrup on of the world and the Church, and calling for repentance. Orseme, philosopher, mathema cian
and physicist, Bishop of Lisieux and a counselor of King Charles V of France, also wrote the ®rst trea se on in¯a on. Wri ng
in the forward to his work en tled De Moneta, Orseme wrote; "Some men hold that any king or prince may, of his own
authority, by right or preroga ve, freely alter the money current in his realm, regulate it as he will, and take whatever gain
or pro®t may result: but other men are of the contrary opinion." As a contrarian, Oresme's trea se, not unlike his sermon,
was a strong rebuke against the "successive debasements of the coinage by the moneyers" and the consequent
"derangement of trade and social rela ons." The De Moneta re¯ected the opinion of the Scholas cs who held that the
money changers, the modern day equivalent of those who bene®t from monetary in¯a on, engage in "disgraceful injus ce,
drawing wealth against God and jus ce." Oresme concluded his trea se by declaring monetary debasement to be
"fraudulent, tyrannical and unjust", and therefore "impermissible", calling on sovereigns to forethink and repent.
Juxtaposed against the strident opinion of the Scholas cs, stands that of the modern-day "moneyers". Responding to
populist disapproval over the size of sta bonuses in the a ermath of the Great Recession and the involuntary tax payer
bail-out of insolvent banks, Goldman Sachs CEO Lloyd Blankfein declared in a November 2009 interview with The Times of
London that bankers "have an important social purpose" and that he is "just a banker doing God's work." Happy indeed
must be Mr. Blankfein and his associates for to be sure, God has promised that He will most certainly, reward every man
according to his works.
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It is with the work of the moneyers and those oYcials, elected and appointed who have leadership responsibili es,
that we con nue to take issue. We have for years agitated against both the injus ce as well as the disu lity of the
con nuing policies of interven on and in¯a on, the results of which have been a massive degree of disorder in both the
®nancial markets as well as the economy. We have stubbornly maintained that the current global ®nancial and economic
crisis is not a single, isolated black swan event, but rather is the predictable outcome of decades of unconstrained
monetary meddling. The current economic malaise facing both the US and most western developed economies, which we
have characterized as a rolling recession consis ng of persistent below-poten al economic growth, intractable
unemployment, exponen al growth in unproduc ve debt, chronic sovereign de®cits, and a massive famine of income, is
structural not cyclical. It represents the distor ve impact of the culmina on of over 40 years of increasing interven on
and monetary in¯a on. In the words of ogi Berra, "the future ain't what it used to be."
et despite the reless work of the stabilizers, de¯a on is s ll the fact that threatens global markets, and by
extension the banking cartel, with a systemic risk of collapse and therefore informs all policy decisions and impacts all
market movements. We are not alone in this assessment. Week by week, month by month and year by year, the
cacophony of voices warning of an impending de¯a on has grown to a veritable uproar. To give but two recent
illustra ons, wri ng in a publica on en tled, 'The United States: Are the Seeds Already Sown for the Next Macro-Market
De¯a on Crisis?', author Greg Weldon of Macro Research said; "Now the history books are being re-wri en, while the unwri en mandate of the US Federal Reserve and other global Central Banks has subtly-yet-signi®cantly shi ed from
preven ng a repeat of the 1970's in¯a on, to circumven ng a full-blown debt de¯a on and macro-economic depression."
And just very recently the Financial Times reported that ECB President Mario Draghi, while speaking on a panel at the
World Economic Forum in Davos, said the "ECB was poised for ba le to ward oV de¯a on in Europe." For years we have
traced the history of the decline in the monetary standard of the US; from the seeds of central banking sown in our
founding, through the events leading up to the epic legisla on of 1913, through the overthrow of limited republican
government in favor of the massive expansion of sta sm in the shadow of the Great depression, to the ®nal abandonment
of any ves ge of monetary restraint with the 1971 closing of the gold window as the United States defaulted on its
obliga on to keep the dollar as good as gold. All along the way, it has fundamentally been injus ce, not disu lity, that has
been at the core of our argument. (Though we have me and again by economic argument, demonstrated the u er fallacy
of in¯a on as a construc ve policy tool) An argument against the crea on of a money monopoly anchored by a quasiprivate central bank and operated for the bene®t of a sacrosanct banking cartel, free and unfe ered from any
cons tu onal restraint or poli cal oversight, to produce any volume of money and credit the planners may determine, the
ul mate outcome of which has been the devalua on of the currency, the gradual impoverishment of society and the
nega on of personal liberty. Wri ng against the debasement of a na ons' monetary standard nearly a millennium before
Oresme, the Roman statesman Cassiodorus said; "For what is so criminal as to permit oppressors to sin against the very
nature of the balance, so that the very symbol of jus ce is notoriously destroyed by fraud."
Following in the footsteps of Orseme and the Scholas cs, Jörg Guido Hülsmann is one of the few modern
economists to address this issue of monetary fraud by considering the ethics of in¯a onism as a policy of the state. Wri ng
in his book en tled 'The Ethics of Money Produc on', Hülsmann holds that when by ®at, governments pursue perpetual
in¯a onism, "we observe the forma on of in¯a on-speci®c ins tu ons and habits." Among these acquired "habits" he lists
®rst that of "hyper-centralized government", by which he means the unbridled expansion and encroachment of the
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modern welfare state, a topic we have addressed
regularly. (Figure 1) With the assistance of a central
bank, the state has within its grasp that which the
Cons tu on had heretofore expressly denied it – a
money power consis ng of nearly inexhaus ble
funds at its ready disposal which could be freely
used to make all ci zens prosperous and happy. In
this way government could expand its spending,
and its reach into the private sector on an
unprecedented new scale without the necessity of
troubling the taxpayer or burdening the democra c
process. In short, in¯a on bene®ts the government
that controls it.

Figure 1
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The next bad habit Hülsmann men ons is
0.0%
closely related to the ®rst, that of war and tyranny,
speci®cally that the unlimited produc on of money
enables governments to extend the length of wars
(the War on Terror is open-ended) and to pursue ini a ves contrary to both the will and the interests of the people (NSA's
Utah data storage facility). This is another of our regular "chestnuts". By permi ng the state to circumvent the need to
raise public support and increase taxes, ®at in¯a on e ec vely unshackles government from cons tu onal oversight,
freeing the state to pursue their goals without genuine support from their ci zens.

The third bad habit on Hülsmann's list is broadly de®ned as the impact on business and corporate ®nance. In
essence, he suggests (and we concur) that the
Figure 2
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Back Index have outperformed the S&P 500 Index by a factor of 3! While no doubt bene®cial to the short-term interests of
management, either in terms of compensa on or earnings-per-share management, the longer-term implica ons of loading
up balance sheets with debt are less sanguine. Clearly ®at in¯a on encourages many forms of reckless behavior by
management. If you are in doubt about this, we refer you to Mr. Jamie Dimon, the CEO of JPMorgan Chase, whose ®rm
agreed to pay more than $23 billion in ®nes and se lements in 2013 alone. Those se lements covered charges of bribery,
mortgage fraud, investor fraud, consumer fraud, forgery, perjury, and untold viola ons of SEC regula ons. And what was
the outcome of such monumental misdeeds? According to the headline in TIME Magazine; "A er losing billions, JPMorgan
Chase Gives CEO Jamie Dimon a Raise." Who was it who said crime doesn't pay?

Fourth on his list is that of a "race to the bo om in monetary organiza on." This is the old, old story of which we
never re of telling. The history of the decline of monetary standards in the West in general and the US in par cular, has
clearly demonstrated that in¯a onism turns moral hazard and irresponsibility into an ins tu on. Amen and pass the gold.
Last on the list of bad habits is the "debt
yoke". While we have discussed this problem from
nearly every possible vantage point, in essence it
holds that while paper ®at money cannot "fail" by
running out of it, it does "fall" in value, driving
people, through the gentle coercion of rising prices
and falling real wages, to the money oligarchs to
become slaves to the debt yoke. (Figure 3) Truly,
"the borrower shall be the slave to the lender."

Figure 3

The moral implica ons are clear. In
economics, as in all things, there is always the
ques on of the “ought.” We have always been
willing to concede that the stabilizers can produce
without limit, legally or technically, any quan ty of
money they may chose, nevertheless we have
always insisted that they should not. To create
money ex nihilo (from nothing) is to favor some at
the expense of others. This breeds contempt for
morality and civic virtue. By promo ng a theory of abundance through in¯a onism, the stabilizers’ have encouraged the
repudia on of the immutability of the rela onship between work and income, in favor of the Keynesian heresy of
‘something for nothing.’ et even Lord Keynes himself conceded that “by a con nuing process of in¯a on”, governments
con®scate the wealth of their ci zens, “impoverishing many,” and “enriching some.” We have wri en extensively
regarding the nature of the injus ce due to the uneven redistribu on of wealth and the polariza on of incomes that results
from the stabilizer-induced boom-bust-boom cycles. It is through these hidden, yet insidious processes that the “vital
some” are enriched and the “trivial many” are impoverished almost impercep bly, day by day. It is that loss, that small,
undetectable act of legalized the called in¯a onism which, a er forty years, has swollen into a massive depriva on which
today threatens many in the US and throughout the West with what we have described as a coming famine of epic
propor ons – a famine of income – which may ul mately place the US irrevocably on Hayek’s ‘road to serfdom’.
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That we have entered through the broad gate of in¯a onism onto the road to na onal pro¯igacy, we have for
years labored to establish. One of our most recurrent themes has been the twin-trends of wealth polariza on and the
growing famine of real income. In our opinion, these trends represents the most debilita ng and intractable headwinds
ac ng on the prospec ve growth and welfare of the US economy. We are, however, not singular in that opinion for so
great has become the maldistribu on of income, that in remarks made to the Center for American Progress on December
4th, 2013, President Obama described the growing income gap as the "de®ning challenge of our me." Despite their
newfound poli cal appeal, neither of these trends, which are in fact causally related, are new, as we have been developing
them for many years now. Over that me we have maintained that contrary to the illusion conjured by the unprecedented
produc on of money since the onset of the crisis, the economy, far from cyclically improving, remains structurally
impaired. We have steadfastly maintained that to date, while we will concede to the existence of a "sta s cal
recovery", there has been no "organic recovery". In the words of Daryl Montgomery, "government spending didn't just
s mulate the recovery, government spending was the recovery." That is because perpetual in¯a on through credit
expansion has led to overconsump on and malinvestment on a massive scale replete with a severe and systemic distor on
of the underlying factors of produc on, the ®nancializa on of the economy and an increased concentra on of wealth and a
consequent decline in the growth of real income. All of these impairments, which are the direct result of the discoordina ng e ect which in¯a onism exerts on the produc ve structure of the economy and the rela ve rela onships of
all economic actors, remain. But to our way of thinking, none are as important as the problems surrounding the
accumula on of wealth and the genera on of income, for these are the DNA of healthy and robust economic growth. In a
word, they are demand. And demand, according to Bas at, "determines the direc on of capital and of labor, the
distribu on of popula on, and the morality of professions -- in short, it determines all."

Referring to Figure 4, we can see that far from being small and cyclical, the "demand problem" is both a large and
growing secular trend. The chart highlights the growing divide or "gap" between US produc vity per hour and real
compensa on per hour. In theory, labor
Figure 4
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In our opinion, only the distor ng impact of in¯a on. It is no coincidence that the two series part company and
manufacturing employment began its well documented secular decline following the closing of the gold window and the
death of honest money in the early 1970s. Figure 4 re¯ects our long running story of the DOA of manufacturing
employment - downsizing, outsourcing and automa on. Driven by perpetually low ar ®cial interest rates, the evergreen
emission of credit and ®nancial deregula on, there has been a massive global overinvestment in produc ve capacity, ®rst
domes cally then increasingly directed to emerging countries where labor rates were drama cally cheaper and regulatory
burdens were greatly diminished. As a result, produc vity has soared while high-paying manufacturing jobs, and the wage
incomes that a end them, have been pronounced DOA. Against this backdrop, the US has secured its' place as the
consumer to the world while mercan lis c (and opportunis c) economies such as China, have gladly stepped into the role
we vacated, that of manufacturer to the world. Not unlike the story of 'Jacob and Esau', the US, in 1971, abandoned the
'birthright' which we secured subsequent to WWII under the Bre on Woods monetary agreement, when the US reneged
on its pledge to maintain gold conver bility. Subsequently, the world monetary system moved by default to a dollar
standard, whereby other sovereigns were not only free but were, by force majeure, compelled to manage their respec ve
currencies against an unanchored dollar. This established the basis for the ongoing 'faus an bargain' which con nues to
in¯uence today's terms of trade so that high paying manufacturing jobs are outsourced or o -shored in exchange for lowpriced import goods, predominantly from Asia. Clearly our leadership has driven a hard bargain. We give them our jobs and
they give us "always low prices." Tradi on holds that in 1626, Dutchman Peter Minuit purchased the island of Manha an
from Na ve Americans for "beads, bobbles and trinkets" totaling 60 Dutch guilders, or the equivalent of around US $24 at
that me. Today's bargain, like that of the mythical Manha an transac on, is a trade that just keeps on giving. More beads
anyone?

The discoordina ng in¯uence of in¯a on on income becomes even more apparent in Figure 5 which isolates the
change in real income between the top 10 percent and the remaining 90 percent. This underscores our conten on
regarding the existence of an income famine as the growth in real income for the "trivial many" - the bo om 90 percent -has been stagnant for forty years, and has in fact
Figure 5
been declining since 1999. In these two
illustra ons, lies the intractable problem of
"supply" and "demand". How can real wage and
income growth, a proxy for economic demand, be
reconciled to produc on, a proxy for supply?
Clearly not by more of the same; the produc on of
money in order to alter its' purchasing power. We
®nd it more than a li le ironic that by faithfully
following the Keynesian prescrip on of perpetually
altering the purchasing power of money through
the produc on of money (in¯a on) to ®ght the
mythical monster of underconsump on (lack of
demand), the stabilizers have, a er over forty years
of faithful adherence, brought about a real demand
problem. But it is not the one predicted by
Keynes, but rather the one that Austrian theory
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predicted would be caused by Keynes. A state of perpetual imbalance that is pulling the US economy into the morass of a
long, slow decline. As Austrian economist Ludwig von Mises reminds us: "And then, very late indeed, even simple people
will discover that Keynes did not teach us how to perform the miracle of turning a stone into bread, but the not all
miraculous procedure of ea ng the seed corn."
That we have in fact been ea ng the seed
Figure 6
corn, is a warning that both we and others have
devoted much a en on to over the past few years.
Real GDP Growth From Peak to Peak
We have discussed a number of studies by eminent
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economists such as Drs. Carmen and Vincent
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Reinhart, Dr. Kenneth Rogo , Dr. Peter Linneman,
and Dr. Robert Gordon, all of which warn of a
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Figure's 6 and 7 represent two charts produced by
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Dr. Edward Leamer of UCLA Anderson Forecast that
we ®rst introduced in our ®rst quarter of 2013
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review. The ®rst chart, Figure 6, graphs the
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cumula ve rate of growth in real GDP as measured
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each recession. As such we can track both the depth
of the recession from the peak of each business cycle, and the height of its associated recovery. The X-axis measures the
length of each cycle, peak to peak, in quarters. Addi onally both graphs contain a trend line which represents 3-percent
annual growth, a proxy for the long-term historical
Figure 7
average of real economic growth. (The actual longterm growth rate has been 3.1%) As such we can
Real GDP Growth From Peak to Peak
readily see how many quarters it took each cycle to
(Last 3 Recessions Following WWII, Quarterly)
fully recover from the losses of the recession and
55%
Cycle Peak = Start of Recession
return to trend growth, if at all, by observing when
each cycle-line crosses the 3-percent trend line.
45%

Referring ®rst to Figure 6 which depicts the
®rst eight recessions since WWII, we no ce a
similar pa ern for all recessions except the brief
recession of 1980. Beginning with the cycle peak at
me zero, economic growth falls below zero or the
horizontal axis as we enter the recession. We then
observe a period of super-normal growth which at
some point causes each line to return to and
exceed the 3-percent long-term growth trend,
signaling a complete recovery of the economic
growth lost during the recession. Referring to
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Figure 7 which depicts the last three recessions since WWII, a completely di erent picture emerges. Looking ®rst at the 1990
cycle, we no ce that as measured by the severity of the drop below the horizontal axis, the recession was quite moderate
compared to previous recessions, with a decline of only 1-to-2 percent. However it took fully 28 quarters or seven full years
for the expansion to return economic growth to its pre-recession trend and so fully recover the growth lost during the
recession. As we can see from the graph, the economy was expanding but due to the absence of super-normal growth, it
was not growing fast enough to make up for the growth lost during the recession. Turning next to the 2001 recession cycle,
we observe a similar pa ern to 1990. Once again 2001 involved a very shallow recession followed by an extended period of
below trend growth with real GDP growing parallel to, but permanently below the long-term trend. Importantly, a er the
end of the 2001 cycle which lasted 25 quarters, the economy never fully recovered the growth lost from the recession. As a
result, the next cycle began from a level below poten al represen ng a permanent loss of economic growth. Finally and
most revealing, we look at the 2007 cycle. At down 5-percent, the severity of the recession was worse than any recession
since the Great Depression but most importantly we can see that to date, there has been no recovery whatsoever rela ve to
the long-term trend, vindica ng our conten on of no organic growth. In fact, the gap between the current expansion and
trend growth is widening, sugges ng not only a permanent loss of economic growth but a deteriora ng condi on as well,
establishing a cascading pa ern of permanently lost growth. What is cri cal to understand is that the pa ern of the last
three recession cycles, and most par cularly the recessions of 2001 and 2007, has been markedly di erent from all other
post-WWII recession cycles due to the absence of periods of "super-normal growth." This, we believe, is due to declining
real incomes and increasing indebtedness, and as such, there is simply no means for sa a ng pent-up demand. Recall it was
the Austrian economist Böhm-Bawerk who said; "debt if future consump on denied." To repeat our long-standing contrarian
call; this me it is Austrian.
et despite the moun ng evidence of secular decline and economic atrophy, the stabilizers con nue "doing God's
work." Among those hopelessly unproduc ve works, none has been more visible than the stabilizers e orts to underwrite
stock prices in order to re¯ate net worth, and so by the mysteries of Keynesian priestcra , reignite the borrow-to-consume,
beggar-thy-neighbor, race-to-the-bo om paradigm that shamefully passes among our leadership today as the model par
excellence for economic growth. (Figure 8) Aside
Figure 8
from the doub ul eYcacy of the proposed
"wealth eVect" whereby consumers are
Doing God's Work
presumed to increase their spending based upon
Inflating Asset Bubbles to Reflate Net Worth
an actual or perceived increase in their wealth,
the most obvious problem with this policy is the
unparalleled concentra on of wealth into the
hands of the "vital few". As we have discussed
previously, the polariza on of wealth is at all- me
extremes. According to the Credit Suisse Global
Wealth Databook for 2013, 75.4 percent of all
wealth in the US is owned by the wealthiest 10
percent of the popula on. By way of
comparison, the same sta s c for Canada is 57.4
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46 percent. In an unrelated report released by Oxfam appropriately en tled 'Working for the Few', the author's reported
that the wealthiest 85 people in the world own as much wealth as one-half the world's popula on combined. That's over
3.5 billion people! What's more, Oxfam reported that "in the US, the wealthiest one percent captured 95 percent of post®nancial crisis growth since 2009, while the bo om 90 percent became poorer." Commen ng on the report, the HuYngton
Post reported; "Under Barack Obama, the US has, for the ®rst me in this na on's history, increased the concentra on of
its privately held wealth during an "economic recovery" from a ®nancial crash." Owing to the extreme polariza on of wealth
in the US, not only will levita ng stock prices o er no posi ve bene®t to the "trivial many", but by con nuing to
concentrate capital gains into fewer hands, the problem will only be exacerbated. Today's "wealth e ect" is really a retread
of what economist John Kenneth Galbraith referred to as the "horse-and-sparrow theory": If you feed the horse enough
oats, some will pass-through to the sparrow." Now you know what to hope for.
Time has passed; the danger has not. The panic currently emana ng from emerging markets, ostensibly a ributed
to the taper by the Fed, is a reminder of both the instability and the fragility of the "current calm". Eerily reminiscent of
1997, too many high-risk borrowers from vulnerable economies with non-transparent credit markets, have accumulated
too much debt denominated in US and other foreign currencies. Driven by over ®ve years of zero interest rates, the
stampede into higher-yielding emerging market debt, replete with a massive mis-pricing of risk, has set the table for yet
another high-stakes game of interna onal whack-a-mole, as currencies wobble and hot money seeks safe haven status. As
we go to press, Turkey's central bank announced a er an emergency late-night mee ng, that it would immediately raise its
overnight lending rate from 7.75 percent to 12 percent in order to defend their currency. The immediate response to
Turkey's ac on by SocGen bank analyst Benoit Anne was; "Governor Basci, you have avoided a domino crisis in EM." In a
post elsewhere we read this; "So... a 3% drop in the S&P from all me highs, a $10 billion taper, and the world was on the
verge of an EM "domino crisis" - is this your centrally-planned stability?" In addi on, China, perhaps the biggest risk of all,
yesterday announced a eleventh hour deal to bail-out investors in a $496 million high-yield trust investment and avert a
poten ally calamitous default. On top of this, China is exposed to a massive housing bubble. According to economist Gan Li,
professor at Southwestern University of Finance and Economics in Chengdu, Sichuan; “The Chinese housing market is
clearly oversupplied. Exis ng housing stock is suYcient for every household to own one home, and we are supplying about
15 million new units a year. The housing bubble has to burst. No one knows when.” OYcials in China confront a delicate and
dangerous situa on with a growing credit crisis, a housing bubble and rising instability within their large and growing
"shadow banking system", where a rapid ou low of hot money could trigger a credit crisis which could quickly reverberate
around the globe. And as men oned earlier in this review, Europe remains mired in their own banking crisis, with ECB
President Mario Draghi preparing to do ba le with the dreaded de¯a on. At the same me the German Bundesbank
shocked the Eurozone recently when they announced that "countries which are about to go bankrupt should draw on the
private wealth of their ci zens through a one-oV capital levy before asking other states for help." Last minute bail-outs to
pre-emp ve bail-ins. This has a ring of familiarity to it. Far from being stable, the bubbles blown by kicking the can down
the road, increasingly appear to be in search of a pin. In a recent warning to investors, Marc Faber noted: "The problem
with bubbles is that they force one to decide whether to look like an idiot before the peak, or an idiot a er the peak. There's
no calling the top." Note to investors: caveat emptor.
Perhaps more disconcer ng s ll, has been the price ac on of gold over the past year. This is a topic we believe is
long-overdue for considera on. A er reaching an all- me high of $1900 per ounce in September of 2011, and trending
sideways for most of 2012 at around $1800, gold declined sharply during 2013, falling over 35 percent to a low of $1188 in
December of 2013. A er the long run up -- a pause, a pull back, a consolida on, a correc on -- any one of which would not
have been completely unexpected, par cularly in light of the excep onal performance in "risk-on" assets [stocks] last year.
But gold, which according to Alan Greenspan, "s ll represents the ul mate form of payment in the world", did not just
undergo a correc on, gold was monkey-hammered.
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Figure 9 plots the gold holdings at the
COMEX, the known holdings of ETF gold, and the
Figure 9
price of gold. It also denotes the now-famous and
surprising request by the German Bundesbank in
The Great Gold Migration
January of 2013 that 700 tonnes of their gold be
Gold Price vs COMEX Inventories vs ETF Holdings
repatriated from the vaults at the New ork Fed
2000
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Bundesbank
and Banque de France in Paris to Frankfurt. Now
Repatriation Request
1900
1200
this is not all of Germany's gold, but it is a fair piece.
1800
1100
This is gold that had been on deposit in New ork
1700
1000
and Paris for nearly 60 years. Why bring it back
now? What is clear from the chart is that coincident
1600
900
with Germany's repatria on request, the holdings
1500
800
of gold, as evinced by both the COMEX and ETF
1400
700
inventories, and the price of gold, collapsed. What
COMEX Holdings (oz mins)
1300
600
is less clear is why. However, certain facts are
ETF Holdings (oz mins)
Gold Price (US$)
known. To begin with, in response to Germany's
1200
500
request for the return of their gold, Germany was
1100
400
told by the Fed that it would take eight years to
1000
300
comply with the request. That in itself is quite
interes ng. If the physical gold is just lying in the
vault, free and unencumbered, why would it take eight years to return? Hold that thought and fast forward one year later
when Bundesbank President Jens Weidmann, admi ed that over the ®rst year, just 37 tonnes, or a mere 5 percent of the
repatriated gold had arrived in Frankfurt. The original me table was eight years but at this pace it will take 20 years to
complete the opera on.. Perhaps it coming by way of a slow boat to China?
Alright, where did the gold go? Thankfully,
that is no mystery. Referring to Figure 10, we can
see that since the price of gold topped out, China
has literally gone "Bunker Hunt" as they have
massively ramped up their purchase of physical
gold. Wri ng in the December 2013 Thunder Road
Report we read; "The other aspect of China's
strategy is its diversi®ca on into "hard assets" and,
as far as we can tell, China is a emp ng to "corner"
the market for physical gold." But why the sudden
fondness for the Midas touch? Returning to the
Thunder Road Report; "We believe that the
signi®cance of the monetary pivot is underes mated as China accelerates prepara ons to
undermine the dollar's role in world trade." We have
also openly discussed what appears to be China's
inten ons to get a seat at the geopoli cal table and
become pari passu with the US and Europe. Over
the past several years, China has canvassed the
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China Goes "Bunker Hunt"
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world hammering out bi-lateral trade and currency swap agreements in an e ort to create an renminbi trade zone. They
have also secured energy assets with the purchases to be se led in renminbi. We have also detailed their e orts to
gradually wean themselves from over-reliance on US dollars by carefully and ratably apprecia ng their currency by
approximately 3 percent per year over the last eight years. Also, they have recently increased their bellicose harangue of
the US dollars 'exorbitant privilege', calling for a de-americaniza on of the world monetary system. Such ac ons strongly
suggest execu on of a long-term strategic plan. That China is a emp ng to take the lead role in diminishing the dollar's
global hegemony is, we believe, undeniable. Whether or not they will succeed, however, is a ma er capable of ques on.
Nevertheless what is not in doubt is the middle kingdom's voracious appe te for the yellow metal and the existence of a
large and growing cache of excess currency reserves, accumulated through that faus an bargain with the US, that are
funding the opera on.
So, to quickly recap, a er 60 years of gathering dust in the vaults of New ork and Paris, Germany surprises the
world and asks for a chunk of its gold back. The response, however, is even more surprising; give us eight years. Coincident
with their request, the price of gold tanks into the worst bear market in over 30 years, perhaps triggered by Germany's
unusual public request for their gold. Okay, interes ng but not exactly up to Tom Clancy standards. Next, at around the
same me, China, which has long been preparing to challenge the US for global monetary supremacy, is suddenly smi en
with gold fever. Coincidence? Perhaps or perhaps it was just opportunis c. What if neither the Fed nor France have
Germany's gold? By that we do not mean that there is no gold in the vault, but rather, there is no unencumbered physical
gold in the vault. In that case, a falling price for gold would make it easier for the US and France to purchase bullion o the
open market to replace Germany's "misplaced" gold. However, enter a complica on. Unlike the West were momentum
trading is the driver of "value", in the East (and China in par cular), where they de®ne value di erently, they are buying up
as much physical gold as they can get, and by doing so they are making physical gold purchases by the Fed next to
impossible. By pu ng gold "in play" over the past 40 years in an e ort to manage gold, the stabilizers have ®gura vely
made Germany's gold hostage to China's self-interests.
That central banks "manage" the price of gold is not a conspiracy, it is a fact. Quo ng from a paper prepared for
then Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, and forwarded for considera on to Under Secretary of the Treasury for Monetary
A airs Paul Volcker on March 6, 1974, we read: "US objec ves for the world monetary system are incompa ble with a
con nued important role for gold as a reserve asset." Later in the paper we read; "There is, in fact, s ll a considerable
emo onal a achment to gold as a monetary asset, and a basic distrust of bank or paper money not having intrinsic
value." And ®nally; "If successful, we will keep gold from regaining strength as an interna onal reserve asset." Agree or
disagree, the unabashed US stance on monetary policy since abandoning Bre on Woods has been, and remains, all paper,
all the me, with no room for gold. Gold, as the document states, is "incompa ble" with paper. Like oil and water, they do
not mix. If you are going to control the world's sole reserve ®at paper currency, you must be free to emit as much or as
li le as you deem necessary. And if your objec ve is to perpetually create in¯a on by emi ng dollars, gold, as the
monetary asset par excellence, interferes with this opera on as a rising gold price clearly shows up the swindle
devalua on. As such it must be de-mone zed . . . anesthe zed . . . silenced. And so it was. Gold, what Friedman called a
barbarous relic, was relegated to the status of any other commodity, no di erent from fuel oil or hog bellies However, a
funny thing happened on the way to emancipa on, as both the document and Mr. Greenspan remind us, people s ll have
a basic distrust of paper money and gold s ll represents the ul mate form of payment in the world. So what's a "paper
hanger" to do? Please read carefully the following translated explana on from Zhang Jie of the China Gold Associa on in a
paper en tled 'Gold Leasing Is a Tool for the Global Credit Game':
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"Gold leasing is an important innova on in the gold se lement system. Through con nuous gold leasing
the gold in the market can be circulated and produce deriva ves, crea ng more and more paper gold. This is very
signi®cant for the Unites States. Gold leasing is a major tool for the Federal Reserve and other central banks in the
West to control and regulate the gold market. If one wants to control gold, it is necessary to have the ability to
short-sell the same. A central bank that directly suppresses gold would be suspected as a market manipulator.
However, gold leasing by the central bank can take place unno ced. For the Fed, it is crucial that the dollar
dominates the world and so the Fed will store reserves from countries all over the world to control the gold
se lement system. If there were another gold se lement system, it would compete with the dollar's trust. Natural
gold credit would be a nightmare for the con nuous dollar. The dollar can only be the world currency as a result of
the United States controlling global gold se lement. However, if other countries want their gold back from the Fed,
the Fed will lose its gold se lement posi on."
According to Andrew Gelman, the law of unintended consequences is what happens when a simple system tries to
regulate a complex system. "The poli cal system is simple, it operates with limited informa on (ra onal ignorance), short
me horizons, low feedback, and poor and misaligned incen ves. Society in contrast is a complex, evolving, high-feedback,
incen ve-driven system. When a simple system tries to regulate a complex system you o en get unintended
consequences." We believe that the a empts by the stabilizers to manage bond yields, stock prices, LIBOR rates, currencies
and gold, just to name a few, over long periods of me, will ul mately prove the rule. Instability and fragility are increasing,
not diminishing, as demonstrated by the increasing number and severity of ®nancial crises over the past few decades. As
Polish poet Stanislaw Jerzy Lec reminds us, "no snow¯ake in an avalanche ever feels responsible."
Much is uncertain but this much is clear. With no leadership on the horizon, we shall have the consequences as the
west appears to be exhaus ng the reserve fund inherited from the past. The stabilizers around the world will con nue in
their "race to the bo om" because they must do "whatever it takes" to protect the cartel. And have no misunderstanding,
despite all the happy talk coming from the shills on Wall Street or their sycophants in the main stream media regarding the
underlying strength of the ®nancial system, in our opinion, the systemic risks to the global ®nancial system are greater
today than they were in 2008. Leverage and deriva ves exposure is greater today than at the peak of the last crisis. Banks
that were too big to fail in 2008, may be too big to bail today. The expedient applica on of more of what caused the
previous crisis -- monetary in¯a on and a massive overhang of unproduc ve debt -- has, far from mi ga ng the crisis, only
served to postpone and exacerbate it. Owing to the ins tu onaliza on of moral hazard and irresponsibility a endant to
the e orts of the stabilizers, the restructuring of economies and ®nancial systems has never taken place. And to make
ma ers worse, as part of the unprecedented salvage opera on, sovereign governments heaped up to themselves, public
debt on a massive scale, reducing their capacity to backstop the next systemic crisis. And come it will. For to quote John
Mills: "Panics do not destroy capital; they merely reveal the extent to which it has been previously destroyed by its betrayal
in hopelessly unproduc ve works."
Perfectly an cipa ng the chain of corrup on iden ®ed by Orseme that results when the "prince" unjustly debases
and manipulates the money of the realm, are the words taken from President Andrew Jackson's farewell address given on
March 4, 1837: "If your currency con nues as exclusively paper as it now is, it will foster this eager desire to amass wealth
without labor; it will mul ply the number of dependents on bank accommoda ons and bank favors; the tempta on to
obtain money at any sacri®ce will become stronger, and inevitably lead to corrup on, which will ®nd its way into your public
councils and destroy at no distant day the purity of your Government."
"Where there is no vision, the people fail." Proverbs 29:18
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